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Abstract
Hard real-time systems induce strict constraints on the timing of the task set. Validation of these timing
constraints is thus a major challenge during the design of such a system. Whereas the derivation of
timing guarantees must already be considered complex if tasks are running to completion, it gets even
more complex if tasks are scheduled preemptively – especially due to caches, deployed to improve the
average performance. In this paper we propose a new method to compute valid upper bounds on a
task’s worst case execution time (WCET). Our method approximates an optimal memory layout such
that the set of possibly evicted cache-entries during preemption is minimized. This set then delivers
information to bound the execution time of tasks under preemption in an adopted WCET analysis.

1. Introduction
Validation of hard real-time systems strongly relies on safe estimations of upper bounds on a task’s
worst case execution time (WCET). Computing such a WCET bound is already a complex problem
for non-preemptively scheduled tasks. It becomes even more problematic in a preemptive environment. This means that the flexibility of a preemptive schedule comes at the cost of complex interaction
between the tasks, such as preempting tasks evicting used data of preempted tasks out of the processor’s cache. Nevertheless, some task-sets are only schedulable preemptively and, in addition to that,
a non-preemptive schedule often exhibits a worse processor utilization. Thus, being able to compute
both safe and precise WCET bounds for preemptive task-sets is essential.
For modern hardware architectures, however, Liu and Layland’s assumption of negligible context
switch costs [5] no longer holds. Instead, these costs often contribute substantially to the overall
execution time, as Li et al. recently published in [4].
In this paper, we propose a new method which on the one hand decreases the context switch costs and
on the other enables a precise and safe WCET analysis for preemptively scheduled tasks. Our method
is an extension of the task mapping approach described in [1] which aims to increase the overall
performance of a preemptive system. In our approach, we compute an arrangement of the tasks and
its data in the memory such that the number of evicted cache entries of a task is minimized during
preemption. The memory layout also induces a classification of the cache-entries which is then used
to safely approximate WCETs under preemption. A major advantage of this approach is that both
code and data remain unmodified, only the position in memory and thus in cache is changed.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give a short intuition of our approach and the role
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of different memory layouts. The optimization and analysis is described in Section 3, and compared
to the related work in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Memory Layout
The memory layout, i.e. the arrangement of data and instructions in the memory, determines the
cache-sets to which data and instructions are mapped. Therefore, it strongly influences the cache
interference and thus the context switch costs of preemptively scheduled periodic tasks.
Figure 1 depicts the correlation between the memory layout and the occupied cache-sets. A task-set
with three tasks of size n/2 is scheduled such that only task 1 can preempt the other two. The system
uses a direct mapped instruction cache of size n. In the first memory layout, if task 1 preempts task
3, the task might evict cache-entries of task 3 and thus induce context switch costs. In the second
memory layout, no matter which task is preempted by task 1, no cache conflicts occur. A cache-set is
called endangered, if it might be evicted during preemption and persistent otherwise. This notation,
however, only relates to persistence during a single instance of a task, not to different instances of
it. Hereby, tasks are seen as procedures periodically invoked by the scheduler. Note that finding a
memory layout such that all cache-sets are persistent during preemption is impossible in general.
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Figure 1. Two different memory layouts with different performance

3. Optimization and Analysis
In the following, we propose a combination of optimization and analysis of a memory layout in order
to compute safe WCET bounds for preemptively scheduled tasks. First, we analyze the tasks to derive
a metric to compare different memory layouts. We then approximate an optimal layout with respect
to this metric and classify cache-entries as persistent or endangered. This classification is then used
to compute safe WCET bounds for all tasks. The structure of the approach is shown in Figure 2.
In the remainder of this paper, we will use the following notation:
A cache is determined by the number of cache-sets m and the minimal life span k. The set of all
cache-sets is denoted by S. The minimal life span determines the minimum number of (read or write)
accesses to a specific cache-set until the data of the first access may be evicted. This means that one
can guarantee that after k different accesses, data of the first one is still cached, but after k + 1, one
can not. A direct mapped cache has k = 1 since the second access (to the same set with different
data) removes the data of the first. A 4-way LRU cache has k = 4 since a cache-set can hold data
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Figure 2. Overall structure of the approach

of 4 different accesses, but one further access will lead to eviction of data of the first one [7]. The
analyzed hardware architecture may comprise either disjoint or unified instruction and/or data caches.
Our approach is able to cope with both.
A task-set with n tasks is denoted with T = {τ1 , . . . , τn }. The symbol τi denotes the task itself as well
as the instructions of task τi . Each task has code size csi given in the number of cache-sets the code
occupies2 . In addition to the codesize, each task τi refers to a set of data fragment Di = {di,1 , . . . , di,l }
where each such fragment
has a size denoted with dsi,j . The set of all data fragment of all tasks is
S
denoted with D = i Di . Data fragments refer to contiguous data blocks, arrays for instance, used
by the tasks. The placement of these data blocks can be modified such that only the cache behavior
(but not the semantics of program) is changed.
A task dependency relation ` ⊆ T × T determines the possible preemptions of the tasks. If τi ` τj
holds, task τi can preempt τj . Usually, the specification of communication channels or the assignment
of static priorities implies such a dependency relation. For instance, with static priorities P r : T → N
the relation is defined as: ∀τi , τj , P r(τi ) ≤ P r(τj ) : τi ` τj . The relation ` is reflexive to handle the
fact that data may be evicted by other data of the same task.
A memory layout L maps code and data to start addresses in the memory. It is formally defined as
L:T ∪D →S
The start addresses are also given in the unit of cache-sets, i.e. modulo line-size. Although the
function L allows empty fragments within the memory, i.e. parts which are not occupied by data or
instructions, we only consider contiguous memory layouts.
The function
occ : (T ∪ D) × S → N
determines how often a cache-set is occupied by a task or data fragment. For instance, if the cache has
128 sets and a task’s code with size 129 starts at the first set, the first set is occupied twice (assuming
usual modulo cache-mapping) and the others once. This function depends on a specific memory
layout L, which we omit for the sake of simplicity of the notation.
The cost of a memory layout is determined by the possibly evicted cache-entry of all tasks. A cacheentry of a task τi may be evicted during preemption, if the same cache-set is occupied at least k + 1
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times by data of conflicting tasks (τj ` τi ). Remember the definition of k. The cache can store data
of k different accesses, one more access will lead to eviction.
The function conf : (T ∪ D) × S 7→ N defined as
P
( P
occ(d, s) if occ(di,j , s) > 0
occ(τl , s) +
τl `τ,d∈Dl
conf (di,j , s) = τl `τi
0
otherwise
and

( P
conf (τi , s) =

P

occ(τl , s) +

τl `τi

occ(d, s) if occ(τi , s) > 0

τl `τ,d∈Dl

0

otherwise

returns the number of possible conflicts of task τi or data fragment di,j in cache-set s.
The costs of a memory layout are thus computed by the sum over all tasks and all data fragments
over all sets, where the number of conflicts exceeds k (which simply implies that these tasks or data
fragments are considered endangered):
!
m
X
X
conf 0 (x, s)
W (x)
C=
x∈T ∪D

with
0

conf (x, s) =

s=1



1 if conf (x, s) > k
0 otherwise

and a weighting function W which reflects a certain metric (as described in the following section).
3.1. Structural Analysis and Metric
The context switch costs are determined by the number of cache-sets which are 1) evicted during
preemption and 2) reused by the preempted task. The memory layout shows only possibly evicted
cache-sets. Which cache-set will be reused, and thus reloaded after preemption, depends on the
structure of the task. If, for instance, each instruction of a task is executed at most once (during a
single instance of that task), the context switch costs due to the instruction cache will be minimal.
In contrast, loop structures may contribute significantly to the costs. Therefore, the pure number of
evictions is not an appropriate metric to decide on an optimal memory layout. A simple metric that
respects the task structure is to weight data depending on their maximal execution count.
Therefore, the structural analysis derives the following information needed for the cost function:
• size of tasks csi
• data fragments di,j and size of data fragments dsi,j
• weights
The size csi of a task τi can be read off the tasks directly. We employ a static analysis to derive the
size of the accessed data, as follows: for a single access, the size is given as the width of the access;
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for adjacent data, the accesses are combined to larger data fragments. Hereby, we assume that the
targets of the memory accesses can be precisely computed (or at least overapproximated) statically.
The metric used to rate memory layouts is strongly determined by the weight function W , which is
defined as follows:
W :T ∪D →N
The weight function has to be chosen such that the eviction of data with low weight has minor impact
to the context switch costs than the eviction of data with high weight.
To accomplish this, we weight each data fragments in the following way:

2n if di,j is accessed in a loop
W (di,j ) =
1 otherwise
W (τi ) = n
Depending on the program structure, i.e. if a data fragment is accessed in a loop or not, the weights
are assigned to the data fragments. The weight function assigns the value n to all instructions of all
tasks. The number 2n for the data fragments is chosen to ensure that the eviction of a loop fragment
weighs more than the eviction of non-recurring code or memory accesses and thus becomes much
more unlikely (as previously defined, n is number of tasks). Note that the current weight function is
only preliminary and still has to be evaluated. Further analyses of the structure of the tasks can be
used to increase the accuracy of the metric.
3.2. Optimization
The next step is to find an optimal memory layout, or, at least, a near-optimal layout. Remember that
we restrict the method to contiguous memory layouts, i.e. memory layouts without empty spaces.
This means that such a memory layout is described by a sequence of tasks and data fragments: element
xi starts at the end of the preceding element xi−1 , i.e.

csi−1 , if xi−1 ∈ T
∀x ∈ (T ∪ D) : L(xi ) = L(xi−1 ) +
dsi−1 , if xi−1 ∈ D
Due to this restriction, all memory layouts are permutations of an initial layout. Such a permutation
is denoted with the symbol σ and Cσ denotes the costs of the memory layout described by the permutation σ. A permutation σ 0 is a neighbor of permutation σ, iff σ 0 can be reached from σ by swapping
the position of two elements within σ. The set of all neighbors of permutation σ is denoted by N e(σ).
To approximate an optimal memory layout we are using hill-climbing as shown in Figure 3: the
algorithm starts with a random permutation σstart . It then selects the neighbor of σstart with the
lowest costs and continues searching an optimal layout from this element on. In case no further
improvement is possible, the algorithm may select the second best result to explore a larger portion
of the state space. A predefined parameter p restricts the number of times the algorithm selects a
second best permutation. By this, the parameter P can be adjusted to treat precision against running
time of the algorithm. The set visited keeps track of all already seen permutations to ensure that each
element is visited at most once.
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hill climbing (permutation σstart , unsigned int p)
{
σcur = σstart
σbest = σstart
visited = {σstart }
while (p > 0) {
/∗ select next candidate ∗/
let σ 0 ∈ N e(σcur )
with Cσ0 = min({Cσ |σ ∈ N e(σcur ) \ visited})
visited = visited ∪ {σ 0 }
/∗ is it better than the current? ∗/
if (Cσcur > Cσ0 ) {
/∗ is it best permutation seen so far? ∗/
σcur = σ 0
if (Cσbest > Cσ0 ) { σbest = σ 0 }
}
/∗ if not, continue with a worse result ∗/
else {
p=p−1
σcur = σ 0
}
}}
Figure 3. Hill climbing to compute an optimal memory layout

3.3. WCET Analysis using Cache Classification
The memory layout induces a classification on all memory accesses of all tasks: a cache-entry of a
task τi is either persistent (in case the number of conflicts is less than or equal to k) or it is endangered.

endangered if conf (x, s) > k
classify(x, s) =
persistent
otherwise
This classification can be easily used to compute a safe WCET bound under preemption. If a low-level
analysis detects an access to an endangered cache-set, the analysis has to handle both cases: cachemiss and cache-hit. In case of an access to a persistent cache-entry, the analysis behaves as usual. The
computed WCET bound is valid, even if the task is preempted; only the endangered cache-sets might
be invalidated. Cache-related timing anomalies are also treated correctly: the analysis assumes both
cases and thus computes a valid WCET bound even if a cache-hit might result in a higher execution
time than a cache-miss.

4. Related Work
Cache partitioning to prevent task interference during preemption has been proposed by Mueller [6]
and Wolfe [14]. The cache is divided into uniform segments such that each task operates on it own.
Hereby, tasks can not interfere on the cache and thus, the WCET analysis for non-preemptive systems
can be used. In contrast to our method, not only the memory layout and thus the memory-to-cache
mapping is adapted, but also the code itself underlies major modifications; in order to adapt to code
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and data to fit into its cache segment, new branches and computation for data accesses have to be
introduced. This, in addition to the highly decreased cache-size for each task, impairs the performance
of the system even more.
A WCET analysis for preemptive system has been proposed by Schneider [9]. In his approach, a preemption is possible and thus assumed at every program point of the analyzed task. Thus, the analysis
considers each cache access to be unknown. Obviously, the analysis computes safe approximations
of the WCETs of preemptively scheduled tasks. The precision of the approach, however, suffers
from this highly pessimistic assumption. Compared to our approach, we can classify cache-sets as
persistent and can thus reduce this overapproximation.
The most eminent approach to timing analysis for preemptive systems computes the context switch
costs separately from the WCET bound of a task. Hereby, the notion of useful cache blocks (UCBs)
introduced by Lee et al. [3] plays a major role. A cache block is useful at a certain program point, if
it may be accessed again after this point. Thus, if the cache block is evicted during preemption, the
program may need to reload it and the time for this contributes to the context switch costs. Staschulat
et al. [11] and Tan et al. [13] extended this approach to increase the precision (mainly by computing
the set of possibly evicted cache-set in addition to the UCBs). Adapted schedulability analyses that
incorporate context switch costs have been proposed in [12] for static priorities and in [2] for dynamic
priorities. The main difference to our approach is on the one hand the optimization of the memory
layout – which also could reduce the number of useful cache blocks – and on the other hand the
handling of cache-related timing anomalies [8]. Only counting the time needed to reload cache-sets
does not obey the fact that a cache-hit may lead to a higher execution time than a cache-miss. In our
approach, the WCET analysis directly incorporates the cache-set classification and thus derives safe
upper bound (also in the presence of timing anomalies). In addition, the usual schedulability analyses
can be applied.
Other approaches, by Sebek [10] for instance, rely on measurement. However, even for a single
task, full coverage is hardly achievable. Preemptive scheduling introduces an even higher level of
complexity, rendering measurement-based approaches nearly infeasible – at least, no guarantee that
the measured execution times deliver safe upper bounds can be given.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a new approach to optimize and analyze the WCET of preemptively scheduled tasks. Our approach uses the fact that different memory layouts can lead to vastly different context switch costs. We first derive a metric to rate memory layouts and then approximate an optimal
one. Such a memory layout induces a classification of the cache-entries into endangered or persistent.
This information is then incorporated in a traditional WCET analysis allowing the analysis to derive
both safe and precise worst case execution time bounds of preemptively scheduled tasks.
In the future, we plan to implement the whole toolchain and to provide an evaluation of the presented
approach. To further improve the precision of the approach, a more fine-grained metric could provide
more accurate cache-entry classification, e.g., by taking a maximal execution count of instructions
into account. The current approach only copes with preemption occurring at arbitrary program points.
Thus, an analysis of the whole schedule could provide more details about the task-set (preemption
points), allowing our approach to compute a tighter set of endangered cache-entries.
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